The Introduction
of

Bacolod City

OKEA

OKEA was founded in 2003 with the
accreditation from TESDA and BI
Its certification, curriculum and training facilities were
apporoved and licensed under the Technical Education
& Skills Development Authority(TESDA), whereas, the
Special Study Permit(SSP) was approved by the Bureau of
Immigration(BI). The Academy designs a one-on-one class
and a curriculum tailored for beginners to communicate
easily.

OKEA is a 17,000㎡-size campus with
tropical surroundings

The City
of

Smiles

OKEA is located at the heart of Bacolod City, the
capital of Negros Occidental, Philippines. It is in
the central region of the country's largest sugar
producing area known as Sugarlandia. Bacolod
City is tagged as "The City of Smile" because of
its famous "Masskara Festival" held every October
of each year. Its people are friendly and kindhearted. The prestige and simplicity of Bacolod
City promises a better and peaceful life and a
conducive place for learning and training.
According to the National Consumer Satisfaction
Survey conducted by the Philippine government
in 2008, Bacolod City is the most livable city in
the Philippines. Shopping malls, cinemas and
restaurants offer affordable prices to consumers.
The recent influx of foreigners to the city is proof
that Bacolod City can offer a serene and healthy
living lifestyle.
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SPARTA and CLASSIC Courses

It has a wide grass lawn and coconut-tree-landscaped
gardens that proffer a cool feeling. Its dormitory is located
inside the campus, which is very accessible, which gives a
"worry-free" environment, Hence, students only have to
concentrate on their studies.

If there is a need, both courses may be switched if
it is found not suited to the learning capability and
enhancement of the student to maximize learning
efficiency, especially if it does not fit the personality and/or
character of the individual.

Greetings!

1:1 Americal Class

OK English Academy, also known
as the Oceanic Kingdom English Academy,
is named Oceanic Kingdom because the
Philippines is an archipelago composed of
islands with white sand, enviable beaches and
radiant scenery beyond compare. It is truly a
kingdom of island paradise. The Academy is
located at the heart of Bacolod City where the
people are peace-loving and hospitable.
It also provides well-trained and
excellent tutors, sophisticated facilities and
a conducive learning atmosphere. During its
years of operation, OK English Academy has
produced a huge number of confident and
fluent English Speakers. We are much elated
with the accomplishments of our students
who are the living proofs of the EXCELLENCE
that this Academy can impart. With this, we
believe that our goals have been visulaized.
Thank you very much.

One-on-one American Class is a special course designed
for a more realistic understanding of the English language
and American culture.

2+1 Dormitory Room
A room where a tutor lives can be chosen by students,
thereby giving them more chances to be exposed to an
English speaking environment and maximize the learning
process of the English language, aside from the fact that
they have the regualr classes.

Bacolod City
Bacolod City takes pride of being a progressive city
without being crowded and is an ideal city far from a
typical metro.

High Extension Rate in the studying period
Students' satisfaction in the efficient improvement of
their English skills gives them the decision to extend
more weeks or months in the academy due to a
nive environment, good management and excellent
education.

Various-nationalities ratio
Students stay and study with friends from various
countries

OK English Academy
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OKEA Facilities
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1. Office building I We have friendly and work-oriented managers who are always willing to assist with all the trainings,
local business transactions, and other related concerns at any time.
2-3. Classroom I Conducive learning environment equipped with soundproof facilities and central air conditioning is
available in more than 100 classrooms.
4. Dormitory I Fully air-conditioned room with comfortable double spring mattress bed, cable TV, desk, chair, closet and
hot & cold bath facilities for convenience.
5. Dining Room I An area accommodating 100 people that offers nutritious palatable Korean, Filipino and Western foods.
6. Cafeteia I A spacious and relaxing place where refreshing beverages(with mango shake as its specialty) and satisfying
snacks are available.
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1. Self-Study Room I A spacious room provided for students to study their lessons after their classes and is in operation
from 06:00 to 24:00.
2. Library I Holds various domestic and foreign books and other basic materials necessary for learning the English
language, which students can easily access and borrow.
3. Computer Room I The academy provides free use of computers to stay connected with the worldwide web.
4. Wi-Fi zone I A Wi-Fi campus where students are free to access the web.
5. Palmas Del Mar Resort I Bacolod's best resort swimming pools can be used free of charge with a free shuttle service
from the school to the resort and vice-versa.
6. Sports facilities I Table tennis, badminton, basketball and other sports facilities are available within the campus.

OK English Academy
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Course

Class

Classic Course

Classic Philippines (8 Classes)

The rationale behind the classes

A standard course where the focus is for the students to learn practically about pronunciation, conversation, vocabulary and useful expressions in a oneon-one class. In addition, grammar and discussion are taught in two group classes so students have the opportunity to interact with their classmates to
develop self-confidence in speaking English.
1:1 Class 4h
Filipino Teacher
Pronunciation
Discussion
Writing
Useful expression

1:4 Class 2h or
1:4 Class 1h &
Special Class 1h
American or Filipino
Teacher

Classic Philippines Core (9 Classes)

Night Class 2h
Filipino Teacher

Classic Philippines + 1:1 Class 1h (Filipino Teacher)

Grammar
TOEIC R/C
TOEIC speaking
OPIC / Prep

Grammar / Conversation

One-on-one classes offer the best opportunity for
students to speak and express themselves with their
individual class tutors. However, students tend to shy
away from a conversation when they are in a crowd,
thus limiting their ability to speak. The group class is
made to address such problem.

Classic America Core (9 Classes)
Classic America + 1:1 Class 1h (American Teacher)

Classic America (8 Classes)

The flexibility in the subjects

A course similar to the Classic Philippines Course only that one of the individual classes is handled by an American teacher with a limit on the number of
sutdents who want to enroll.
1:1 Class 1h
American Teacher

1:1 Class 3h
Filipino Teacher

American accent
Expression

Pronunciation
Discussion
Writing

1:4 Class 2h
or 1:4 Class 1h &
Special Class 1h
American or Filipino
Teacher
Grammar / Conversation

Night Class 2h
Filipino Teacher
Grammar
TOEIC R/C
TOEIC speaking
OPIC / Prep

Sparta Course

Neutralized English

Sparta Philippines (10 Classes + 2 Mandatory Self-study Periods)
An intensive course in learning the English language to achieve maximum progress in a short period of time.
1:1 Class 4h
Filipino Teacher

1:4 Class 2h
Filipino Teacher

Pronunciation
Discussion
Writing
Useful expression

Grammar
Conversation

Special Class 2h
American or Filipino
Teacher
Word / Pattern
Pronunciation
American drama
Job interviw

Night Class 2h
Filipino Teacher

Prep 2h
Supervisor

Grammar
TOEIC R/C
TOEIC speaking
OPIC / Prep

Word
Phrase
Grammar

All of the Americans and Filipino teachers have long
teaching experience. Enhancement programs are
devised for instructors to upgrade the quality of their
teaching skills to deliver the best quality English to
students.

Sparta America (10 Classes + 2 Mandatory Self-study Periods)
A course similar to the Sparta Philippines course only that one of the individual classes is handled by an American teacher with a limit on the number of
students who want to enroll.
1:1 Class 1h
American Teacher

1:1 Class 3h
Filipino Teacher

1:4 Class 2h
Filipino Teacher

American
accent
Expression

Pronunciation
Discussion
Writing

Grammar
Conversation

Special Class 2h
American or Filipino
Teacher

Night Class 2h
Filipino Teacher

Prep 2h
Supervisor

Grammar
TOEIC R/C
TOEIC speaking
OPIC / Prep

Word
Phrase
Grammar

Word / Pattern
Pronunciation
American drama
Job interview

The Specification of Classes

TOEIC
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Maximum TOEIC (9 Classes)
Guaranteed TOEIC score with a special TOEIC teacher
1:1 Class 3h
Filipino Teacher

1:4 Class 2h
Filipino Teacher

Pronunciation
Discussion
Writing
Useful expression

Grammar
Conversation

TOEIC Group
Class 2h
Special TOEIC Teacher
TOEIC

Night Class 2h
Filipino Teacher
Grammar
TOEIC R/C
TOEIC speaking
OPIC / Prep
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Working Holiday

Intensive English Course For working holiday (9 Classes)
A special course lets Australian working holiday recipients focus on core Australian English including speaking, listening and writing for a short period
or time. After completion, student will be introduced to jobs in Australia up to 5 times.
1:1 Class 4h
Filipino Teacher

1:4 Class 2h
Filipino Teacher

Job Interview
Pronunciation
Special Listening
Biz Writing

Grammar
Conversation

The
standard
daily
schedule
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The curriculums cater the needs of the students
according to their purposes in studying English- TOEIC,
TOEFL, Job Interview, Business English-a few of which
to mention, with the help of managers in addressing
the students' demands in learning.

OK English Academy

Special Class 1h
Filipino Teacher

Night Class 2h
Filipino Teacher

Survival English
Useful Expression

Grammar
TOEIC R/C
TOEIC speaking
OPIC / Prep

07:00~08:00

Breakfast

08:00~08:50
09:00~09:50
10:00~10:50
11:00~11:50

1:1 Class /
Group Class

12:00~13:00
13:00~13:50
14:00~14:50
15:00~15:50
16:00~16:50
17:00~17:50

Lunch
1:1 Class /
Group Class

18:00~19:30
19:30~20:20
20:30~21:20
21:30~22:20
22:30~23:20

Dinner
Night Class
Prep

1. 1:1 American Class I Americans are best to teach pronunciation and American expressions since it is their native language.
2. 1:1 Class I One-on-one classes with local tutors are designed for students to be motivated to learn English since total
attention and effort of the tutors are given during the class to maximize learning.
3. 1:4 Class I Group classes are designed for the students with the same level to interact with each other and confidently
express their ideas and opinions using the English language.
4. Special Class I American pronunciation, American drama, sentence pattern and vocabulary classes are designed to
reinforce the students learning of the English language apart from their regular classes.
5. Night Class I TOEIC, TOEIC Speaking, OPIC and Basic Grammar are the focus of the night class in order to improve the
grammar and conversation skills of the students.

OK English Academy
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Curriculum

Management

OK English Academy curriculum focuses on 4 parts: grammar, speaking, writing and listening and

Student Management

Tutor Management

is based on American English. Teachers are always ready to correct the students' ungrammatical

Student Coordinators residing within the academy

Application for Changing Tutors

- 24 hour student assistance
- Always ready to assist the students for any
given situation
- High extension rate in the studying period of students

We understand teacher-student personalities clash, thus,
students can change tutor and have class with the tutor/s
of their choice.

Monthly Evaluation Test

Monthly evaluation is conducted by the students on
the performance of their respective teachers, in which
case, the teachers are informed about the result of the
evaluation and given advice to further develop their
teaching styles. Administrative sanction is issued to the
concerned teachers should the need arise.

structures in English, Filipino teachers are trained to use the American accent.
Cost and quality is what the academy is most proud of.

Entrance Level Test
Through the analysis of students' week points, students'
English skills are enhanced.

Level Classification

The Improvement of Skills in Each Area

- Issues a Monthly Evaluation Test Result Card
(TOEIC TEST and a 30 minute interview)

Listening

Weekly Performance Record

Through the use of audio visual, multimedia and the
expertise of the professional tutors, learning takes place
and the speaking skills of the sudent are developed.
TOEIC test preparation is likewise offered so as to sharpen
students listening skills.

- Weekly attendance, data and task performance
- Students' performance data are submitted by their
corresponding tutors

Speaking

01

LEVEL

Beginner
Practice of basic conversation, basic
vocabulary and basic grammar awareness.

02
LEVEL

03
LEVEL

04
LEVEL

Elementary
Application of basic sentence structures
and communication on simple topics.

Pre-Intermediate
Understanding of idioms and vocabulary
through the use of textbooks and conversation.

Intermediate
Reading, writing and learning together
through textbooks and conversation.

05
LEVEL

06
LEVEL

High-Intermediate
Wide range of vocabulary and fluency in
conversation. Ability to express practical and
logical ideas in English.

The principle is to eliminate the fear of speaking English
to foreigners and to explicitly communicate in a group
discussion such as employment or trade and any other
topics concerning an individual in the basic conversation
course. Situational conversation class for the Intermediate
level and thematic conversation class for the advanced
level make students learn one at a time, so they can be
gradually improved.

Teachers Performance Evaluation

Monthly Teachers' Seminar

Students' Incentives
- A free 4 week one-on-one class is extended to the top
3 students and 2 other students who make the biggest
improvements in their marks during the monthly
evaluation test.

A monthly activity is designed for the tutors to gather tips
and further enhance their teaching styles through open
forums and group dynamics. The lecturers are focused on
the improvement of the tutors' weak points based on the
monthly evaluation result of the students so as to meet
students' satisfaction.

Reading
Reading is one of the essential skills to be developed.
For the students to understand what they read, proper
pronunciation and diction of the words with the correct
accent and intonation are needed.

[ Entrance Evaluation Test Results & Class Assignment Card ]

Writing
Basic grammar, vocabulary and useful expressions
are taught to the students, in which they learn
how to write a composition, a skill which is
complicated to develop.
Monthly TOEIC Test

Advanced
TOEIC, TOEFL and other English resources,
including business-related materials covering
the areas of expertise are used for the intensive
study of the English language in its highest level.

Monthly TOEIC Tests are given to check on the
students' progress and enhance their weak points.

[ Monthly Evaluation Test Results Card ]
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Tutors
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Fields of
Tutors’
Expertise

school buildings and especially designed with surroundings

G

of tropical resort with a close proximity to major shopping
centers. Three balanced meals are served daily.

nv
ers
atio
n

Disc
uss
io

Expression

la
bu
Voca

Tertiary Education, with English as a major, is one of the
teaching qualifications.
A vast range of experience and knowledge of teaching
foreign students
Head tutors for differnet areas(pronunciation, grammar and etc.)
to reinforce expertise of their fields
An enhancement for the tutors to improve themselves in teaching
strategies in order to give a more systematic way of imparting the
lesson to students.

Safe and convenient dormitory rooms are adjacent to the

ar
mm
ra

Teaching one-on-one classes that vary depending on
students' needs. OKEA is composed of excellent instructors
with many years of teaching experience. The one-onone class is a personal interaction between a student and
teacher, allowing the students to build rapport and invest
trust in the teachers so as to express themselves freely and
actively during class time.

Dormitory

Co
Pro
nunciation

Types of Rooms
Single room (1 student), Double room (2 student)
Triple room(3 student), Family room (at least 3 or more
students)
2 + 1 room
2 students + 1 tutor
Room Facilities
Cable TV, Desk, Separate bathroom, Air condition, Bed,
Hot and cold shower, Closet, Private locker
Dorm services
3 times a week laundry
2 times a week cleaning of the room
Wireless Internet services
Wi-Fi Campus

OK English Academy
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Activities & Travel

Activities

&TRAVEL

Within Bacolod City
(Trips in an hour)
5minutes
▶
▶

Caribbean Resort
Fitness Center

10minutes
▶

Palmas Del Mar Resort

20minutes
Boxing Center
▶
Bacolod Golf & Country Club
▶

30minutes

Close to Bacolod City
(Day trips)

Negros Occidental Golf & Contry Club
Nature’s Village Resort
▶ Santa Fe Resort
▶
▶

45minutes
▶
▶

Mambukal Resort
Buro Buro Resort

1hours
▶
▶

2hours

Scuba diving, snorkeling, windsurfing, jet skis and marine
leisure are available to enjoy at an affordable price.
In recent years, a lot of golf enthusiasts found Bacolod to be
a better palyground.
The regular large-scale 18-hole golf course is located in
three areas of the city.
Moreover, there is a variety of leisure sports, activities and
cultural immersion to experience while learning the English
language.

Victoria Golf & Country Club
Lakawon Island

Jomabo Island
(Snorkeling/Kayaking/Aqua Bike)
▶
Mag Aso Waterfall Resort
▶
Costa Aquada Resort Islands
(Trekking/Snorkeling/Kayaking)
▶

3hours
Guimaras Island
▶
Sipalay White sand Beach (Scuba diving)
▶
Punta Bulata Resort (Jet-ski/Kayaking)
▶
Dolphin watching
▶

4hours
▶

Other Tourist Spots
(Trips for more than 2 nights)
4hours
▶

Dumaguete Apo Island (Scuba diving)

5hours

Get scuba diving license, snorkeling, wind surfing, jet-ski.
▶

3 Golf Country clubs
Enjoy different culture and leisure sports
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Cebu City, Bohol Island

▶

Siquijor Island
Boracay Island(Snorkeling, Jet-ski, Kayaking,
Scuba diving, ATV, etc.)

OK English Academy
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Why? OK English Academy?

Comments from students
One of the merits of OK English Academy
(“OKEA”) is it’s useful to improve the
English skill required by us. OKEA has
various kinds of lessons and teachers,
and originally we can choose the classes
we like. In addition, the contents of
each lesson can be modified as we
ourselves hope upon the discussion
with each teacher. For example, if we
want to improve especially in the skill
of writing English business documents, we can have our writing class
more focused on learning how to write business documents. In my
case, since I want to improve my English conversation skill in business
situations, then I choose the conversation class which emphasizes
on the improvement of my English conversation skill, and try to learn
business-related topics in each of my lessons. By this flexible classes in
OKEA, we can improve our English skill as we like.
In addition, the close relationship between teachers and students is
also one of the attractive points of OKEA. The teachers and officers are
kind, and give us advice officially and privately. Moreover, the small talks
and co-participation to events with teachers and officers can lead us to
a closer relationship. In the process of getting closer, our English skill can
be improved naturally.
In OKEA’s life written above, we can not only improve our English skill
step by step, but also get fun and important experiences. The life in
OKEA must become an indispensable property of mine. I think that the
most attractive point of OKEA is “We can study English happily”.
★ Okamoto Kensuke (Japanes)

Going abroad to study
English is in my bucket
list. After I made the
decision, I started to search
information. Philippines
is the country I want to
go because it is more
affordable than other
countries and English is
also the language of the
Philippines. I compared many academies, finally I chose OKEA. There
are several reasons.
First, tutors here are really good at teaching English. Second, campus is
beautiful and we can lay on the hammock to enjoy our free time. Third,
the environment of the academy is safe, we have two security guards
24/7 and there is a call center beside the academy. Finally, the location
is convenient for living, only 15 minutes away from downtown.
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I am so happy that I made a good choice, I really like my life here and I
believe that I can improve my English skills in this pleasant environment.
★ Chen, Chun Wei (Taiwanese)

I love OK English Academy,
and I’m glad to choose this
good academy.
First, I can study English
which suits my ability. I
want to speak English and
converse with foreigners, so
in my class, I often practice
conversation, I’m learning
how to use idioms and
new words. If someone wants to improve his/her TOEIC score, he/she
can enroll in this academy because this academy offers this subject. If
someone doesn’t understand grammar, he/she can start studying in
beginner level. We have the freedom to choose the class that we want
to study.
Second, we can get along well not only with our tutors, but also with
their colleagues, staffs, and students. Sometimes we also go out for
dinner, play basketball, bowling, and dance together. They are too kind
because when I was sick, the staff took care of me all day, and when
I need to know something about this city, tutors and staffs teach me
all the time. Each student has different levels of English, but we always
have simple and serious conversation. I’m happy because I can make
friends to whom I can tell everything.
Finally, the school environment is good. It has a wide ground, many tall
coconut trees, and you can clearly see the stars at night. It’s also safe
around the academy, and we can go outside many times.
OK English Academy is a loveable place because it teaches me not only
to study English, but also the warmth of people. ★ Ino Azusa (Japanes)

Campus
Map

The most helpful things were the
pronunciation and conversation classes.
First I expressed myself and then my
tutor corrected my mistakes. It seemed
similar with the OPIC class that students
prepare for. With this, my HR manager
commented during my job interview
that my pronunciation is good, and
so I succeeded in entering a foreign
company.
★ Lee, Na Young (Korean)

OK English Academy
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Lopue's south square, Tangub, Bacolod City, Philippines
Tel. 63-34-433-4248 Fax. 63-34-707-0653
Internet Tel. 070-8256-4248
Since 2003

www.ok-english.com

